CT Radiation: Key Concepts for Gentle and Wise Use.
Use of computed tomography (CT) in medicine comes with the responsibility of its appropriate (wise) and safe (gentle) application to obtain required diagnostic information with the lowest possible dose of radiation. CT provides useful information that may not be available with other imaging modalities in many clinical situations in children and adults. Inappropriate or excessive use of CT should be avoided, especially if required information can be obtained in an accurate and time-efficient manner with other modalities that require a lower radiation dose, or non-radiation-based imaging modalities such as ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging. In addition to appropriate use of CT, the radiology community also must monitor scanning practices and protocols. When appropriate, high-contrast regions and lesions should be scanned with reduced dose, but overly zealous dose reduction should be avoided for assessment of low-contrast lesions. Patients' cross-sectional body size should be taken into account to deliver lower radiation dose to smaller patients and children. Wise use of CT scanning with gentle application of radiation dose can help maximize the diagnostic value of CT, as well as address concerns about potential risks of radiation. In this article, key concepts in CT radiation dose are reviewed, including CT dose descriptors; radiation doses from CT procedures; and factors and technologies that affect radiation dose and image quality, including their use in creating dose-saving protocols. Also discussed are the contributions of radiation awareness campaigns such as the Image Gently and Image Wisely campaigns and the American College of Radiology Dose Index Registry initiatives.